HYDROGEN reduces the fracture resistance (e.g., promotes subcritical cracking) in most structural metals, as documented over many decades, e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Implementation of a fracture mechanics-based design qualification approach for hydrogen containment and transport components could greatly enhance life prediction, reducing the probability for catastrophic failures associated with subcritical crack propagation. Reliable and appropriately conservative subcritical cracking thresholds measured under quasi-static loading in high-pressure hydrogen gas are necessary inputs to effective fracture mechanics-based life prediction assessments. As the range of applications and performance requirements for high-pressure hydrogen containment structures expands beyond the current technology space, fracture mechanicsbased design approaches and methods for measuring subcritical cracking thresholds in hydrogen gas become increasingly important to enhance safety.
Laboratory test methods for measuring subcritical cracking thresholds in hydrogen gas must properly simulate the in-service mechanical and environmental conditions of components, i.e., the concept of similitude must be considered for both the mechanical and environmental conditions at the crack tip. [10] Mechanical similitude may be maintained through the use of standard fracture mechanics methods designed to measure the linear-elastic stress intensity factor, K, or the elastic-plastic J-integral, J. These fracture mechanics parameters provide a relationship between the continuum crack-tip fields and the remote loading conditions, and this relationship is not a function of the environment, especially for low hydrogen solubility systems such as ferritic steel. Mechanical similitude is dictated predominantly by the geometry and remote loading conditions of the laboratory specimen and service component, independent of environment. Maintaining similitude in the crack-tip hydrogen environment between the laboratory specimen and service component is more challenging. One method to achieve environmental similitude is to replicate the service environment during laboratory testing; in this study, high-pressure hydrogen gas is used to enable environmental similitude.
Hydrogen-assisted cracking is a form of environmentassisted cracking (EAC). EAC broadly refers to any interaction between a metal and the external environment which facilitates time-dependent, subcritical cracking. Due to the time-dependent nature of the reactions that must occur between the metal and the environment, all forms of EAC are sensitive to variables that affect or preempt these kinetics, such as the applied loading rate. If the loading rate is such that crack extension outpaces hydrogen uptake and transport from the external environment to the crack-tip process zone, the effect of hydrogen on crack growth is diminished. For example, a study by Clark and Landes compared subcritical cracking threshold measurements from fixed-displacement and rising-load testing methods using high-strength (1100 to 1240 MPa yield strength) 4340 steel. [11] A strong dependency on loading rate was observed in the rising-load experiments in hydrogen gas; subcritical cracking thresholds increased as loading rate increased. At very slow loading rates, the rising-load thresholds approached those from the fixed-displacement tests, suggesting that these latter thresholds were conservative for the high-strength steels employed in that study. These results are consistent with published efforts to model the kinetics of hydrogen assisted crack growth which generally consider hydrogen diffusion to the crack-tip process zone to be a rate limiting factor, e.g. [12] For this reason, as well as the greater simplicity of conducting static-loading tests, many of the test methods that have been developed for measuring environment-assisted cracking thresholds, K IEAC , employ constant load or constant displacement, such as those outlined in ASTM Standard E1681. [13] Constant-displacement tests have been used extensively and yield consistent and reliable results when applied to high-strength steels with relatively low subcritical cracking thresholds, e.g. [14] They are described in materials testing standards, such as ASTM E1681. The initial proposal by Underwood et al. [15] for including the constant-displacement method in ASTM E1681 was based largely on data from high-strength steels and nickel alloys (~1000 to 1400 MPa yield strength) in aqueous environments. [16] The threshold stress-intensity factor at crack arrest in these steels was between 10 and 30 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p . The success and popularity of measuring subcritical cracking thresholds for high-strength steels using constant-displacement test methods has provided general confidence in this test method, yet the consequences of applying it to lower-strength steels have not been thoroughly explored. There are reports of non-conservative results from these types of tests when applied to low-tointermediate strength steels with relatively high subcritical cracking thresholds. [1, 17, 18, 20] In one case, Gangloff reported that subcritical cracking thresholds measured for lower-strength steels under constant displacement were as much as four times higher than the thresholds measured under rising displacement , [1] and the difference in threshold values diminished as the steel yield strength increased up to about 1000 MPa. Mechanistic explanations for why constant-displacement tests may yield nonconservative thresholds for lower-strength steels have not been proposed.
The objective of this study is to rigorously measure rising-displacement and constant-displacement hydrogen-assisted cracking thresholds, K TH , for low-to-intermediate strength steels in high-pressure hydrogen gas and to interpret results from the two methods in a cracktip mechanics framework. Testing was conducted in 103 MPa (15,000 psi) hydrogen gas, since this pressure is generally viewed as the upper limit for compressed hydrogen storage and delivery in a hydrogen fuel infrastructure. A variety of pressure vessel steels was tested with emphasis on lower-strength steels that are technologically relevant to hydrogen storage and delivery components. Steels with ultimate tensile strengths less than 950 MPa are of particular interest since higherstrength steels are generally considered incompatible with high-pressure hydrogen gas. [19] The effects of the initial applied stress-intensity factor, loading environment, and loading method (constant displacement vs rising displacement) are explored. Three definitions of the subcritical cracking threshold, K TH , are evaluated, including crack-initiation and crack-arrest thresholds from constant-displacement tests as well as crackinitiation threshold from rising-displacement tests. Detailed data from this testing are presented in a previous report [20] ; the emphasis here is the mechanistic interpretation of the threshold measurements.
Three observations presented in the following sections are essential for developing the mechanistic framework: (1) subcritical cracking of low-to-intermediate strength steels in hydrogen gas is strain controlled, (2) subcritical cracking thresholds are higher when mechanical loading and hydrogen exposure are sequential relative to thresholds measured when loading and hydrogen exposure are concurrent, and (3) rising-displacement thresholds measured at the onset of subcritical cracking from a stationary crack are lower than constant-displacement thresholds measured from the arrest of propagating subcritical cracks. The first observation, i.e., straincontrolled fracture, implies that the latter two observations of subcritical cracking behavior involve relatively complex crack-tip mechanics. In comparison, the subcritical cracking micromechanics associated with stresscontrolled fracture (e.g., intergranular fracture) are expected to lead to more consistent subcritical cracking trends, i.e., thresholds measured from initiation at a stationary crack (rising-displacement test) and from arrest of a propagating crack (constant-displacement test) are not expected to vary significantly. This characteristic of stress-controlled fracture is related to the similarity in the tensile stress ahead of a propagating crack relative to that ahead of a stationary crack. [21, 22] The prominent difference in the stress fields for these two scenarios is the existence of a region of unloading behind the propagating crack tip. This crack-wake unloading has a negligible effect on the maximum tensile stress directly ahead of a crack tip, which is expected to govern stress-controlled fracture, however it has significant impact on the strain distribution ahead of a propagating crack relative to that of a stationary crack.* Although the unique strain field for propagating cracks has been recognized as an important variable affecting subcritical cracking in various environments including gaseous hydrogen, such fields have not been contrasted with those for stationary cracks to interpret differences in subcritical cracking thresholds. For example, the propagating crack strain field has been used to determine the crack-tip strain-rate which controls the passive film rupture frequency during stress corrosion cracking in aqueous solutions, e.g. [23, 24] Additionally, the propagating crack strain distribution has been used to inform estimates of critical distances needed for fracture threshold models. [25, 26] The emphasis of the present work is to demonstrate that differences in the strain-controlled, subcritical cracking thresholds measured at crack arrest and at crack initiation can be interpreted based on the respective crack-tip strain fields.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Materials
Eleven heats of commercially produced Cr-Mo and Ni-Cr-Mo low-alloy pressure vessel steels were examined in this study. Five different heats of SA372 grade J and two different heats each of DOT-3T, DOT-3AAX (4130X), and SA372 grade L with variations in chemistry and/or strength were tested. The steel designations SA372 grade J, DOT-3T, and 4130X refer to Cr-Mo varieties comparable to AISI 41xx, and the SA372 grade L is a Ni-Cr-Mo steel comparable to AISI 4340. The yield and tensile strengths as well as alloy compositions shown in Tables I and II were reported by the manufacturer. These pressure vessel steels were acquired as curved panels cut from seamless pipe test-rings, which were heat treated concurrently with commercial pressure vessels and thus have representative microstructures. The heat treatment of the steel test-rings followed a commercial sequence consisting of austenitizing, onesided quenching, and tempering to achieve the desired strength with proprietary temperatures and durations. The tempered microstructures contain varying amounts of ferrite, bainite and tempered martensite. Representative microstructures of the various pressure vessel steels are shown in Figure 1 .
Two fracture toughness specimens machined from the DOT-3T (heat B in Table I ) were tested in laboratory air following procedures similar to those described in Section II-C. The fracture toughness of this steel, J Ic , was~120 kJ/m 2 (K JIc
B. Constant-Displacement Threshold Tests
Wedge-opening-load (WOL) specimens for fixed-displacement, subcritical cracking experiments were fabricated following ASTM E1681-03 with the width dimension (W) equal to 56.9 mm, as shown in Figure 2 . The WOL specimens were oriented so that the loading and crack-growth directions were parallel to the circumferential and longitudinal axes, respectively, of the original seamless tube (C-L orientation). The SA372 grade J and grade L tubular products had a nominal outer diameter of 510 mm and nominal wall thickness of 38 mm which was sufficient to remove 22.2 mm thick specimens from the mid-radius position of the wall. The 4130X and DOT-3T tubular products had nominal wall thicknesses of~17 and 14 mm, respectively. For these steels, the full wall thickness was utilized for the specimen such that the specimen side faces were curved. The degree of curvature in the specimen varies with the respective diameter of the tubular product, e.g., the outer diameter was~560 mm for the DOT-3T and 630 mm for the 4130X. Side-grooves were machined along the faces of the WOL specimens prior to precracking, which reduced the specimen thickness by 16 pct at the crack plane. Specimens were cleaned using a sequence of degreaser and isopropyl alcohol to remove machining oils and were subsequently handled to prevent contamination (e.g., personnel used rubber gloves).
Pre-cracking was accomplished via cyclic loading in air using a servo-hydraulic load frame at 10 Hz using an Rratio (K min /K max ) equal to 0.1, resulting in~3 mm of fatigue crack growth from the starter notch. The final total crack length and maximum stress-intensity factor (K max ) were 0.55 W and 27 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p , respectively. Upon completion of pre-cracking, the final compliance of each specimen was recorded. The specimens were then placed into a glovebox filled with~0.1 MPa purified argon containing oxygen and moisture levels controlled to below 2 vppm O 2 and 8 vppm H 2 O to minimize further formation of surface oxide at the pre-crack tip.
The crack opening displacement was applied to the pre-cracked WOL specimens inside the glovebox using either A-286 stainless steel bolts or Cu-Be bolts reacting against Cu-Be load tups. The load tups were instrumented with strain gages and act as load sensors. Crack opening displacement was monitored during loading of the bolts using a clip gauge on the front face. This displacement measurement and the measured compliance of the specimen was used to infer the actual load applied to the specimen since this method proved more consistently accurate than estimating load from the output of the load tup. [20] The load tups did, however, provide a very sensitive means for detecting the onset and arrest of subcritical cracking and were used for calculations of crack growth velocity, which are available in Reference 20. Several additional specimens were prepared using the procedures described above except *The tensile stress ahead of the crack tip is nearly identical for stationary and propagating cracks in perfectly plastic materials; however differences do increase with the degree of strain hardening. [22] Nonetheless, this difference remains relatively small compared with the difference found between the strain fields of stationary and propagating cracks.
that the crack opening displacement was applied with the specimen exposed to laboratory air rather than the glovebox environment.
These constant-displacement fracture mechanics test methods differ from rising-displacement test methods in two notable ways: (1) loading and hydrogen exposure are sequential for the constant-displacement tests; in contrast, these processes are concurrent for the risingdisplacement tests, and (2) constant-displacement tests measure the subcritical cracking threshold from the arrest of a propagating crack, while rising-displacement tests measure the threshold at the onset of subcritical cracking from a stationary crack. When the WOL specimen is loaded to a fixed crack opening displacement and then exposed to hydrogen gas, time-dependent hydrogen uptake reduces the fracture resistance and causes subcritical cracking to extend from the pre-crack. The stress-intensity factor, K, continuously decreases as the crack propagates, until K reaches the threshold stress-intensity factor at crack arrest, K THa .
The crack opening displacement applied to each specimen corresponds to an initial applied stress-intensity factor, K app . While K app must be greater than K THa in order for the crack to extend during testing in hydrogen gas, it must also be low enough so that the crack does not extend through the entire width of the specimen. Once an initial value of K THa was measured for a steel, K app and the associated displacements on subsequent specimens were selected in an attempt to have a range of final crack lengths at crack arrest. Both K app and K THa were calculated based on the applied front face crack opening displacement (V FF ), the elastic modulus (E), the specimen width (W), and the crack length-to-width ratio (a/W), using the relationship provided in ASTM E1681: 
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Side-grooves are not explicitly accounted for in E1681 so a small correction factor was applied to account for their effect on the K solution, as described in Reference 19. The slight side-face curvature in specimens from DOT-3T and 4130X steels was determined to have an insignificant effect on these K calculations. [20] The bolt-loaded specimens were placed into a stainless steel pressure vessel, which was sealed while still inside the glovebox. The sealed pressure vessel was then removed from the glovebox, placed inside of a secondary containment vessel, and connected to the gas distribution manifold. All manifold tubing leading up to the pressure vessel valve was purged using three consecutive sequences of vacuum followed by backfilling with 21 MPa helium gas and then an additional three consecutive sequences of vacuum followed by backfilling with 21 MPa hydrogen gas. Immediately following these purging cycles on the manifold, the pressure vessel valve was opened and the residual argon was removed using vacuum. 99.9999 pct pure hydrogen gas was used for manifold purging as well as for the final fill to the test pressure of 103 MPa. Signals from the load tups were recorded continuously via electrical feed-throughs in the pressure vessel. The pressure vessels and load tups are the same hardware as reported in Reference 27.
After the pressure vessels were filled with hydrogen gas to the test pressure, subcritical cracking was detected as a drop in the measured load from the instrumented load tups. The incubation time, i.e., the duration of hydrogen gas exposure prior to the onset of subcritical crack growth, varied greatly among specimens, as discussed in Sections III and IV. As such, some pressure vessels were vented and specimens removed after extended times ranging from 170 h to more than 3800 h. Some specimens did not exhibit subcritical cracking in hydrogen gas; many of these were removed from the pressure vessel while inside the glovebox, reloaded to higher K app values, and then re-tested in hydrogen gas.
At the completion of each test, hydrogen was vented from the pressure vessel. Gas samples were collected at the end of selected tests and sent to a commercial laboratory for compositional analysis. In total, hydrogen gas was sampled from 7 pressure vessels, each of which contained up to eight WOL specimens. The results from these seven samples demonstrated that water vapor was typically 0.5 to 0.8 vppm, oxygen was less than 0.5 vppm, and CO 2 was less than 0.6 vppm. Hydrocarbons, CO, and NO were less than the detection limit of 0.1 vppm. Up to 5 vppm nitrogen and 18 vppm argon were detected; these argon levels were expected since the test vessels were initially filled with argon while in the glovebox. Due to the consistency of these results and the purging procedures used, the gas was not sampled from all tests. Additional WOL specimens were machined from 4130X (607 MPa), DOT-3T (900 MPa B) and one heat of SA372 grade J (736 MPa) which were modified to replace the standard straight-through crack starter notch with a chevron notch. The chevron-notched specimens enabled the use of short pre-crack lengths (e.g., 0.3 W), which led to shorter arrested crack lengths. (Such short pre-crack lengths were not practical with the straightnotch specimens, since these short initial crack lengths required prohibitively high loads at K app ; lower loads can be applied to the chevron-notch specimens since the specimen thickness and associated stiffness are reduced at short crack lengths.) SA372 grade J specimens were first machined with a chevron notch having an included angle of about 45 deg. This chevron notch geometry was subsequently modified before machining specimens from the DOT-3T and 4130X such that the chevron included angle was~30 deg. The chevron notch geometry used for each of these steels is shown in Figure 2 .
Specimens that exhibited hydrogen-assisted subcritical cracking were heat tinted for 20 minutes at 553 K (280°C) to mark the extent of crack propagation and then broken apart. Pre-crack and final crack lengths were measured from digital images using the procedure outlined in ASTM E1820. [28] Fracture surfaces were examined using standard electron microscopy techniques.
C. Rising-Displacement Threshold Tests
Compact tension (CT) specimens for rising-displacement fracture mechanics experiments were designed according to ASTM Standard E1737-96 [29] with dimensions shown in Figure 2 . Conventional rectilinear specimens were extracted from the mid-plane of panels from DOT-3T (900 MPa A), 4130X (607 MPa), SA372 grade J (641, 730, 736 and 783 MPa) and SA372 grade L (1053 MPa). The orientation of the CT specimens relative to the original seamless tubes was the same as the WOL specimens, i.e., C-L orientation. Side-grooves were machined along the side faces of the specimens in the same plane as the pre-crack starter notch, which reduced the specimen thickness in this plane by 25 pct. Precracking was performed in laboratory air at 10 Hz and an R-ratio of 0. Specimens were tested inside a custom designed stainless steel pressure vessel, which was mounted in the load train of a commercial servo-hydraulic test frame. A purging procedure of three pressure-vent cycles using 21 MPa helium followed by three more pressurevent cycles using 21 MPa hydrogen was used to remove residual gases from the pressure vessel and gas manifold. The vessel was then filled to the test pressure (103 MPa) using 99.9999 pct pure research grade hydrogen. Hydrogen samples taken at the completion of several tests were sent to a commercial testing laboratory for analysis. These results were similar to those reported above for the constant-displacement threshold tests (Section II-B); oxygen was less than 1 vppm but some water vapor levels were moderately higher, e.g., up to 6 vppm. Load was measured using both the external load cell integrated into the test-frame and a second load cell mounted in series with the specimen inside the pressure vessel. This internal load cell consisted of a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) in an elastically deforming aluminum ring. While loads measured on the external load cell are affected by friction imparted by the sliding seals in contact with the pull rod, the internal load cell senses only the load sustained by the specimen. Crack-opening displacement was measured using an LVDT mounted on the front face of the CT specimen. LVDT-based transducers were used to circumvent the effects of pressurized hydrogen on strain gages in conventional transducers. Crack length was continuously monitored using the direct-current potential difference (DCPD) method operating at a current of 3 A. Further details describing the pressure vessel and instrumentation are provided in Reference 20.
Most of the specimens were tested under a constant displacement rate of 0.051 mm/min imposed by the test frame actuator outside the pressure vessel. Over a range of sufficiently high loading rates, it has been demonstrated that increasing the rate leads to higher values of hydrogen-assisted subcritical cracking thresholds [11, 30] since the fracture mechanisms are kinetically limited by hydrogen uptake and transport. [12] At rates lower than a bounding value, crack extension becomes mechanically, rather than kinetically, limited and subcritical cracking thresholds are not a function of loading rate. Comparison with results from other studies suggests that 0.051 mm/min is slow enough to ensure lower bound threshold measurements [20, 31] ; to confirm this expectation, a replicate specimen of 4130X was tested at 0.0051 mm/ min. These displacement rates yield stress-intensity factor rates of~3 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p /min and 0.3 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p /min, respectively, during the initial (elastic) portion of loading.
The subcritical cracking threshold was invariant at these two loading rates, as presented in Reference 20.
Upon completion of testing, the specimens were heat tinted for 20 minutes at 553 K (280°C). Pre-crack and final crack lengths were measured as described for the WOL specimens in Section II-B. J-integral (J) vs crack extension (Da) resistance curves (R-curves) were generated using the procedures described in ASTM E1737-96. Crack position was calculated from DCPD measurements using the relationship described by equation A5.1 in ASTM E1737-96. The onset of crack extension was determined from the DCPD data as the first increase in voltage above the initial baseline trend. [32] DCPD data generally predicted the final crack-length within a few percent of the physically measured value; a linear correction was applied to the crack-length values calculated from the DCPD data to force the final crack-length the match the measured value. Subcritical cracking thresholds are reported (Table II) both as the value of J at the onset of crack extension, J i , as well as the value of J corresponding to the intersection of the R-curve with the 0.2 mm-offset blunting line (J THi ), i.e., following the standardized procedure for defining J Ic in inert environments.
III. RESULTS
A. Constant-Displacement Thresholds
Two subcritical cracking thresholds were defined from the constant-displacement tests on WOL specimens in hydrogen gas. The crack-arrest threshold, K THa , was defined in cases when subcritical cracking proceeded from the fatigue pre-crack, and this propagating crack arrested [3] and [7] , respectively, as a function of e f H /e 0 .
as K decreased. In other cases, subcritical cracking did not proceed from the pre-crack, and the K app level was defined as an apparent crack-initiation threshold, K Ã THi . Threshold stress-intensity factors at crack arrest, K THa , were measured for all steels with the exception of one heat of SA372 grade J (641 MPa), for which no subcritical cracking was observed in the two test specimens. The K THa values decrease as a function of increasing yield strength, a typical trend reported in other studies, e.g. [9] Each measured value of K THa measured in 103 MPa hydrogen gas is plotted vs yield strength in Figure 3 . Average values of K THa for each steel heat is given in Table II. Once the stainless steel pressure vessel containing the bolt-loaded specimens was filled with hydrogen, an incubation time preceded the onset of subcritical cracking. Values of incubation time for all specimens are provided in Reference 20. Figure 4 shows representative plots of incubation time vs the initial applied stressintensity factor, K app , for both heats of DOT-3T and two heats of SA372 grade J (717 and 736 MPa). In all steels, the incubation time generally decreased as K app increased. For steels in which crack propagation did occur, the incubation time could always be reduced to only a few hours or less when K app was about two-fold greater than K THa . The longest incubation time for any specimen that exhibited crack extension was 1015 h (SA372 grade J (717 MPa) loaded to K app = 140 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p ). No significant change was observed in K THa or incubation time for specimens that were loaded to K app in air rather than in the glovebox argon environment. Figure 4 shows that there was a minimum value of K app below which subcritical cracking was never observed. (It must be noted that these K app values exceeded K THa .) This apparent crack initiation threshold value, K Ã THi , varies among the steels but was up to twofold greater than K THa . Values of K Ã THi cannot be measured precisely, but may be bounded between the lowest value of K app that caused crack extension to occur in hydrogen and the largest value of K app for which crack propagation did not occur. These bounding values are shown in Table III along with the minimum measured value of K THa for representative heats from each steel specification.
The crack opening displacements required for K app to exceed K Ã THi ( Figure 4 ) and ultimately induce subcritical cracking led to crack arrest positions that were generally greater than a/W = 0.8. The relative proximity of the 
THi is bounded by these two values. The K THa corresponds to the specimen with the smallest value of K app for which crack extension occurred. arrested crack tip to the back face of the specimen prompted consideration of a distortion in the crack-tip fields. Consequently, chevron-notched WOL specimens were also tested, since shorter crack lengths at the arrest position (e.g., a/W = 0.685) were achieved with these specimens. No correlation was observed between a/W at crack arrest and K THa , leading to the conclusion that crack-arrest thresholds were not affected by the position of the crack tip relative to the back face of the specimen. This conclusion was also supported by finite element modeling which demonstrated K-dominance at the final crack arrest positions, as described in Appendix.
B. Rising-Displacement Thresholds
The subcritical cracking threshold defined from rising-displacement tests on CT specimens in hydrogen gas was the K level at the onset of subcritical cracking from the fatigue pre-crack. This initiation threshold, K THi , was measured for the DOT-3T (900 MPa A), 4130X (607 MPa), SA 372 grade J (641, 730, 736 and 783 MPa), and SA372 Grade L (1053 MPa) steel heats. Since notable plasticity evolved in the CT specimens during loading, particularly for the lower-strength steels, subcritical cracking was characterized using elasticplastic fracture mechanics methods, i.e., the J-integral. Although hydrogen gas induced subcritical cracking at J levels less than the fracture toughness, J IC , the lowerstrength steels still exhibited pronounced crack growth resistance curves (R-curves) as illustrated by the representative J vs Da plots in Figure 5 . The high-resolution DCPD technique was used to identify the onset of subcritical crack extension, and the J-integral value at this point is defined as J i . Following conventions in the ASTM standards (E1737, E1820), an additional subcritical cracking threshold, J THi , was defined at the intersection of a 0.2 mm-offset blunting line with the Rcurve ( Figure 5 ). All threshold measurements satisfied the criteria of ASTM E1820 for specimen size-independent values of J Ic . Both J i and J THi are tabulated in Table II along with dJ H /da, the average R-curve slope measured between J i and J THi . Values of J i are quite sensitive to the interpretation of the DCPD data whereas J THi is much less sensitive to this subjective variable; as such, J THi is the variable used for most plots and discussion in the following text. To facilitate comparison with the constant-displacement threshold measurements, it is useful to convert J THi to K THi using standard fracture mechanics relationships (see Appendix). A column of K THi values are listed in Table II .
Data from the constant-displacement and risingdisplacement threshold tests (Table II) reveal the notable result that K THi is less than K THa for all steels in this study. This trend is further amplified in Figure 3 , in which K THa and K THi are plotted as a function of yield strength. Although K THi and K THa each individually follow the expected trend in which the thresholds decrease as yield strength increases, the difference between K THa and K THi grows as yield strength decreases. Figure 5 and Table II illustrate that dJ H /da also decreases as the yield strength increases.
C. Fracture Surfaces
All of the steels tested in hydrogen gas using both constant-displacement and rising-displacement methods exhibited similar transgranular fracture surface appearances that were consistent with what has been referred to as plasticity-related hydrogen induced cracking (PRHIC) in martensitic steels. [33] Unlike other fracture mechanisms such as microvoid coalescence or intergranular fracture, PRHIC fracture surfaces are not characterized by an easily defined, dominant feature. Rather, these transgranular fracture surfaces exhibit fine features that are likely related to the tempered martensite microstructure. Increasing amounts of secondary cracking (perhaps intergranular) were observed on the fracture surfaces of the higher-strength steels such as the DOT-3T and SA372 grade L (1053 MPa). Secondary electron microscopy images of representative fracture surfaces from constant-displacement WOL specimens are shown in Figure 6 . Fracture surfaces from the CT specimens tested under rising displacement (Figure 7 ) are qualitatively similar to those from WOL specimens of the same steel; similarly, fracture surface features on regions of the WOL fracture surfaces corresponding to crack initiation are similar to those regions corresponding to crack arrest. Fracture surfaces from DOT-3T specimens tested under rising displacement in hydrogen gas and in air are shown in Figure 8 . Microvoid coalescence (MVC) was the dominant fracture mechanism for the DOT-3T specimens tested in air; fracture of all other steels in air is expected to produce qualitatively similar MVC fracture surface features. 
IV. DISCUSSION
The following discussion first considers the fracture mechanisms for the low-alloy steels tested in hydrogen gas in this study and establishes that hydrogen-assisted fracture is governed by strain-based micromechanics. The implications of a critical strain-based fracture criterion are considered for the three subcritical cracking thresholds (K Ã THi , K THa , and K THi ) defined from the two test methods (constant displacement and rising displacement). It is proposed that concurrent hydrogen exposure and strain accumulation is a necessary condition for lower-bound measurements of the subcritical cracking threshold, i.e., this condition leads to K THa and K THi values that are less than K Ã THi . It is also shown that weakening of the crack-tip strain field singularity for a propagating crack relative to that for a stationary crack can account for the observation that crack-arrest thresholds, K THa , are higher than crack-initiation thresholds, K THi . 
A. Mechanisms of Hydrogen-Assisted Fracture
A common fracture mechanism is presumed to operate in the low-to-intermediate strength, tempered low-alloy steels tested in hydrogen gas under both constant and rising displacement in this study, since the fracture surface appearances are similar for all steels and testing conditions (Figures 6 and 7) . It is difficult to define precise fracture mechanism details due to the complex fracture surface features, but these features are similar to those observed for hydrogen-assisted fracture in quenched and tempered steels with similar strength levels. Based on fracture surface appearance, the fracture mechanism is often referred to as ''quasicleavage'' [34] [35] [36] ; however, as discussed in Reference 20 tracing this term in the technical literature reveals that ''quasi-cleavage'' is no longer associated with a unique mechanism since fracture surface appearances presumably resulting from a variety of fracture mechanisms have been described as ''quasi-cleavage''. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] Since the term ''quasi-cleavage'' has been associated with a variety of fracture surface appearances and their characteristic fracture mechanisms, applying the term to hydrogenassisted fracture in low-to-intermediate strength low-alloy steels only obscures the details of the true fracture mechanism. There is, however, general agreement that the fracture surface appearance in Figures 6  and 7 results from fracture mechanisms involving plasticity [20, 33, [46] [47] [48] ; recent TEM studies of focusedion-beam extracted thin films from underneath the fracture surface in mild steels clearly show extensive plasticity-mediated deformation in the presence of hydrogen. [42, 49] Recognizing the consequence of invoking terminology that does not consider the fracture mechanism, Takeda and McMahon refer to the fracture mechanism in a lowalloy tempered steel tested in hydrogen gas as plasticityrelated hydrogen induced cracking (PRHIC), [33] in order to focus on the role of plasticity in the fracture process. Speculatively, PRHIC involves some combination of initial stress-controlled microcrack formation, followed by strain-controlled linking of these microcracks. Possibilities for the origin of the initial hydrogen-assisted damage nucleation in low-alloy steels include shear band intersections, [42] martensite lath boundaries [33] or decohesion along glide planes. [33] The general concept of PRHIC is consistent with the original intent of the term quasi-cleavage, [39] i.e., sequential stress-and straincontrolled fracture processes. In this sense, PRHIC is similar to MVC, the conventional ductile fracture process, in that macroscopic crack propagation results from stress-controlled initial damage, i.e., voids, that subsequently grow and coalesce as a result of accumulated plastic deformation.
Another presumed parallel between MVC and PRHIC is that stress-controlled damage nucleation is driven by both the remote stress as well as local, microstructure-scale stresses. For MVC, it is well established that strain incompatibilities between the matrix and rigid inclusion particles lead to the development of dislocation structures at the particles, producing high local stresses that facilitate void nucleation. [50] Although the precise damage nucleation mechanism in PRHIC has not been identified, it is reasonable to assume that interfaces in martensitic steels are resistant to slip transmission, and thus strain incompatibilities and associated local stress concentrations contribute to stress-controlled damage nucleation. Following damage nucleation, local plastic strain drives growth and eventual coalescence of this initial damage into a macroscopic crack. Plastic strain is therefore featured in both stages of the fracture process: it leads to microstructure-scale stresses that facilitate damage nucleation, and it drives subsequent damage evolution. The overall fracture process can be characterized as strain controlled.
The distribution and magnitude of microstructurescale stresses that facilitate damage nucleation in the low-alloy steels may vary for crack propagation in air vis-a`-vis hydrogen, since the microstructure sites involved in damage nucleation are indisputably different for the two environments (Figure 8 ). For example, crack propagation in air involves void nucleation at inclusions (e.g., oxides, sulfides). The conspicuous absence of these damage-nucleating particles from the fracture surfaces produced in hydrogen suggests that more intense microstructure-scale stresses may evolve at other sites. One possible reason for variation in microstructurescale stresses is the relative severity of localized deformation.
It is firmly established that hydrogen facilitates dislocation motion via the hydrogen-enhanced localized plasticity (HELP) mechanism in a wide range of metals, including engineering alloys, [51, 52] which can lead to more severe localized deformation. [53] This localized deformation magnifies strain incompatibilities, resulting in more intense microstructure-scale stresses. Based on this scenario, hydrogen alters the relationship between the continuum strain (which reflects the remote loading conditions) and the local strain (which develops at the microstructural scale), e.g., for a given increment of continuum strain, local strains are higher in hydrogenexposed materials due to strain localization. [54, 55] Accordingly, lower values of continuum strain are required to attain a threshold level of microstructurescale stresses for driving damage nucleation.
The notion that PRHIC in low-alloy steels is straincontrolled, and in particular is governed by plastic strain, is supported by the observation of distinct R-curve behavior during the rising-displacement tests in hydrogen gas ( Figure 5 ). R-curve behavior in engineering alloys results from weakening of the crack-tip strain singularity as a stationary crack transitions into a propagating crack, [21] as discussed in Section IV-C. Since the transition from a stationary crack to a propagating crack does not significantly affect the peak stress ahead of the crack-tip, the increasing remote loading (K or J) reflected in the R curve indicates that the fracture micromechanics is governed by the strain field. Indeed, all models of Rcurve behavior are based on a strain-controlled fracture criterion, e.g. [56] [57] [58] Thus, the following sections presume that PRHIC is ultimately driven by plastic strain, consistent with the original perspective of Takeda and McMahon. [33] The attainment of a critical continuum crack-tip strain, e f , can be invoked as the fracture criterion for mechanisms which are governed by plastic strain (see Section IV-C for a more complete description of this criterion). The continuum strain, e, is dictated by the remote loading condition; the local, microstructure-scale strain is proportional to e but different in magnitude. Hydrogen alters the relationship between e and the local strain as a result of the HELP mechanism such that lower values of e are necessary to attain the same magnitude of local strain. It is important to emphasize that hydrogen exposure and strain accumulation must be concurrent in order to affect this relationship between continuum and local strains. Continuum crack-tip strain which evolves in concert with hydrogen exposure is denoted as e H in the discussion that follows. Since hydrogen leads to subcritical cracking thresholds that are less than the fracture toughness, and since fracture requires attainment of a critical value of e, it follows that the fracture strain in hydrogen, e f H , is less than the fracture strain in inert environments, e f . This reduction in hydrogen-affected fracture strain results in part from the altered relationship between continuum strain and local strain, i.e., for a given increment of continuum strain, local strains are higher in the presence of hydrogen.
B. Relationship Between Crack-Tip Strain and Threshold K Ã THi
The apparent initiation threshold, K Ã THi , is a practical minimum K app value below which subcritical cracking does not proceed from the fatigue pre-crack regardless of how long the constant-displacement WOL specimen is exposed to hydrogen. In the current study, some specimens loaded to stress-intensity factors between K THa and K Ã THi were exposed to hydrogen gas for over 26,000 h with no indication of subcritical crack extension. K Ã THi is identified in Figure 4 and is represented approximately by the right edge of the shaded areas. The left edge of the shaded areas in Figure 4 represents an average value of the crack-arrest threshold, K THa , which is clearly much less than K Ã THi . In this section, it is proposed that concurrent hydrogen exposure and strain accumulation is necessary to induce the PRHIC fracture mechanism and therefore that strain-controlled hydrogen-assisted fracture is dependant on both the mechanical and environmental exposure histories. The mechanical and environmental exposure histories vary for K THa and K Ã THi and this leads to the difference in their measured values. In the case of K Ã THi , remote loading (i.e., imposing K app ) and evolution of the associated crack-tip strain precede hydrogen exposure. In contrast, K THa represents a threshold measured under concurrent straining and hydrogen exposure, since the propagating subcritical crack generates its own strain increments (see Section IV-C) while the crack tip is exposed to the hydrogen environment. Considering the discussion in Section IV-A, concurrent strain accumulation and hydrogen exposure may be a necessary condition for the PRHIC fracture mechanism. The strain accumulated during loading to K app cannot directly contribute to e H since it evolves prior to hydrogen exposure. Instead, since hydrogen exposure follows loading to K app , any concurrent strain accumulation and hydrogen exposure must occur under staticloading conditions. For subcritical cracking to proceed under static loading, a sufficient quantity of crack-tip creep strain must contribute to the hydrogen-deformation interaction represented by e H , leading to crack initiation. The strain accumulated during loading to K app creates deformation structures ahead of the cracktip that may affect the fracture criterion for subsequent crack extension. However, fracture surfaces at crack initiation and crack arrest in the constant displacement specimens as well as in the rising displacement specimen all exhibit very similar features suggesting that the fracture mechanism is not significantly affected by variations in deformation structures formed prior to crack extension. Furthermore, experiments which have applied various levels of plastic strain to test specimens prior to pre-charging with hydrogen have found that this pre-strain has a modest effect on subsequent hydrogen-assisted cracking behavior. [36, 59] In support of this scenario that crack tip creep is responsible for the attainment of e H , it is noted that creep occurs at room temperature as a result of thermally activated dislocation glide. [60] [61] [62] [63] Furthermore, hydrogen has been shown to amplify this low-temperature creep process. [5, 51, [64] [65] [66] [67] Low-temperature crack-tip creep under static-loading conditions is recognized as essential for mechanically rupturing crack surface oxides during stress corrosion cracking, [23, [68] [69] [70] however the contribution of crack-tip creep to strain-controlled hydrogen-assisted fracture has not previously been considered. After constant-displacement WOL specimens are loaded to K app in an inert environment and subsequently exposed to hydrogen gas, accumulated creep strain interacts with hydrogen, leading to localized deformation, microstructure-scale stress concentrations, and damage initiation at microstructure sites characteristic of PRHIC.
The strain that accumulates during hydrogen exposure, e H , representing hydrogen-deformation interactions during crack-tip creep, only leads to subcritical crack initiation at K app > K Ã THi if it exceeds a critical value, e f H . The relationship between a strain-based crack-tip fracture criterion and the remote loading (K) is described in greater detail in Section IV-C (e.g., see Eq. [3] ). In this case, increasing the value of K app increases the magnitude of the crack-tip stress field, and it is this stress field that drives the crack-tip creep. If the crack-tip stress associated with K app is not sufficient for the accumulated crack-tip strain, e H , to exceed e f H , then the crack does not extend at that value of K app .
This crack-tip micromechanics interpretation of K Ã THi underscores that strain-controlled, hydrogen-assisted fracture is dependant on both the mechanical and environmental exposure histories. Figure 9 illustrates three possible scenarios for loading history relative to hydrogen exposure history pertinent to the threshold tests in this study and indicates why K Ã THi is not viewed as a true threshold for the onset of hydrogen-assisted subcritical cracking, in contrast to K THi . When loading is concurrent with hydrogen exposure (rising-displacement K THi measurements, Figure 9(a) ), hydrogen interacts with the crack-tip deformation throughout the loading history. Consequently, the strain accumulated during hydrogen exposure, e H , increases as K increases and subcritical cracking proceeds when e H = e f H . (Recall from Section IV-A that e H is a continuum strain quantity representing hydrogen-affected deformation, i.e., presuming e and e H represent the same continuum strain level, the latter quantity reflects more severely localized strain.) Figures 9(b) and (c) depict how the scenario changes when loading precedes hydrogen exposure (constant-displacement K Ã THi and K THa measurements). In this case, strain that accumulates during loading does not contribute to e H . Only the creep strain which accumulates during hydrogen exposure under static loading contributes to e H . Therefore, the magnitude of K app dictates whether subcritical cracking proceeds, since the associated crack-tip stress governs the accumulated crack-tip creep strain under hydrogen exposure, leading to crack extension at e f H .** The scenario in Figure 9 (b) portrays the conditions associated with tests having K app < K Ã THi . In Figure 9 (b), K app = K 3 represents the static-loading condition on the specimen prior to hydrogen exposure. (As suggested by Figure 9 (a), K 3 is sufficient to initiate subcritical cracking if loading and hydrogen exposure are concurrent.) K app is then maintained at K 3 as the specimen is exposed to hydrogen gas, and creep strain accumulates and interacts with hydrogen at the crack tip. The creep strain rate decays with time since the remote applied crack opening displacement (and K app ) remains static. [68, 69] In this case, K 3 is insufficient in magnitude to drive e H to the level of e f H so subcritical cracking never initiates, i.e., K 3 is less than K Ã THi in Figure 9 (b).
The scenario in Figure 9 (c) represents conditions associated with tests having K app > K Ã THi . When higher K app is applied to the specimen, greater creep strain rates evolve in response to the higher crack-tip stress [69] and **Quantitative analyses should consider that the value of e f H may not be identical for constant displacement and rising displacement test conditions. thus the accumulated strain in hydrogen, e H , is enhanced. If this strain exceeds e f H , then subcritical cracking initiates. In the example shown in Figure 9 (c), sufficient strain has accumulated under hydrogen exposure for subcritical cracking to initiate at K 4 , which is higher than K Ã THi . At this condition, e H exceeds e f H but still contributes only a portion of the total crack tip strain, since much of the total crack tip strain accumulated prior to hydrogen exposure.
Following subcritical crack initiation in hydrogen gas, the strain field progresses with the crack tip such that strain accumulated at successive crack positions represents hydrogen-affected deformation and contributes to e H . As the crack tip moves from its initial position, the total crack tip strain decreases, however e H contributes an increasing portion such that e H exceeds e f H at all subsequent crack positions. Since the total strain decreases with crack extension, the condition for crack arrest is again e H = e f H . Therefore, K THa is a crackarrest threshold which is not a function of hydrogen exposure history, however its characteristics as a subcritical cracking threshold are still strongly influenced by deformation history, as discussed in Section IV-C.
In support of the preceding interpretation of the relationship between crack-tip strain and K Ã THi , it is noted that other suggestions for the absence of subcritical cracking under constant displacement can be eliminated for the experiments in this study. In previous reports, [33, 71] it was suggested that the absence of subcritical crack propagation for K app > K THa could be attributed to hydrogen-induced bifurcation of the primary crack tip during initial crack extension, since crack bifurcation could lead to shielding of the Kdominated stress and strain fields and consequently inhibit further crack extension. [72] While crack bifurcation at the pre-crack tip in specimens with K app > K Ã THi was observed, such crack bifurcation was absent in specimens loaded at lower K app , i.e., greater than K THa but less than K Ã THi . Since crack bifurcation was not observed for all K app > K THa , this phenomenon does not give rise to K Ã THi as an apparent threshold for crack initiation. [20] Another physical phenomenon that has been invoked to explain non-propagating cracks under high values of K app in low-strength steels is crack-tip blunting. [9] Given the substantial crack-tip deformation sustained by the lower-strength steels in this study (e.g., 4130X, as described in Appendix), significant crack-tip blunting is expected in these WOL specimens. However, accounting for such deformation through elastic-plastic analysis reveals an increase in the remote crack-driving force, i.e., the J-integral. The details of this analysis are provided in Appendix. In addition, while blunting reduces the crack-tip stress, the high strains associated with blunting enhance the local driving force for straincontrolled fracture.
Standardized test methods, such as ASTM E1681, allow the threshold stress-intensity factor for subcritical cracking to be determined based on the minimum value of K app for which limited or no crack extension occurs (i.e., K Ã THi ). The difference between K THa and K Ã THi prompts consideration of the meaning of a subcritical cracking threshold. In structural design, the threshold stress-intensity factor is typically assumed to be the K level below which subcritical cracking does not proceed. Although K Ã THi appears to satisfy this definition, this parameter is not appropriate in engineering design and structural analysis of hydrogen containment components since it only describes threshold behavior of specimens loaded in an inert environment and then subsequently exposed to hydrogen. These conditions are not representative of a crack-like defect on the internal wall surface of a compressed hydrogen gas component, in which mechanical loading and hydrogen exposure are concurrent.
C. Relationship Between Crack-Tip Strain and Thresholds K THa and K THi
One of the most notable results from this study is that the crack-initiation threshold measured under rising displacement, K THi , is less than the crack-arrest threshold measured under constant displacement, K THa ( Figure 3) . The difference between K THi and K THa increases as yield strength decreases; however, the overall trend for each data set is that the subcritical cracking threshold in hydrogen gas decreases with increasing yield strength. It is proposed that the disparity between K THa and K THi can be explained by examining differences in the crack-tip strain fields for a stationary crack compared to a propagating crack. This section first presents the strain-based criterion for the onset of crack extension from a stationary crack, as derived from the relevant crack-tip strain field. Next, the crack-tip strain field for a propagating crack is reviewed, and an analogous strain-controlled fracture criterion that models the conditions for arrest of a propagating crack is presented. Finally, the measured K THa and K THi trends are shown to be consistent with the strain-based micromechanical fracture model formulations for stationary and propagating cracks.
Strain-controlled fracture criterion for stationary cracks
Strain-controlled crack initiation occurs when the continuum crack-tip strain attains a critical value. Hutchinson [73] and Rice and Rosengren [74] demonstrate that the stress and strain distribution ahead of a stationary crack decays as a function of 1/r for power law hardening materials, i.e.;
where r is the radial distance from the crack tip, n is the strain hardening exponent and k is a scaling parameter. Ritchie et al. suggested that crack extension proceeds when the continuum crack-tip strain, e, exceeds the critical fracture strain, e f , over a characteristic distance, l*, ahead of the crack tip. [56, 75] The characteristic distance is generally associated with the size scale of microstructural damage ahead of the crack. By virtue of Eq. [2] , the relationship between the critical stress-intensity factor, K THi , hydrogenaffected fracture strain, e f H , and characteristic distance, l*, for a perfectly plastic material, is expressed as [56] :
The parameters E and r 0 are the elastic modulus and yield strength, respectively, and e 0 refers to the yield strain (e.g., E = r 0 /e 0 ). Equation [3] indicates that K THi displays a square-root dependence on the critical fracture strain, e f H . Strain-hardening materials exhibit a weaker singularity than that predicted by assumptions of perfectly plastic behavior. [73, 74] For the purpose of this discussion, which is to compare strain-based fracture criteria trends for stationary and propagating cracks, the perfectly plastic assumption inherent to Eq. [3] is satisfactory.
Strain-controlled fracture criterion for propagating cracks
Equation [3] describes the micromechanics criterion for strain-controlled crack initiation but does not represent the criterion for continued crack growth because the strain field for a propagating crack differs from that for a stationary crack. While the strain field for a stationary crack decays as 1/r and is solely proportional to the remote loading (i.e., K or J), the strain field for a propagating crack decays as ln(1/r) and is proportional to the remote loading as well as a component associated with the crack extension itself. [21, 76, 77] Due to the weaker strain-field singularity for the propagating crack, the magnitude of the strain at a given distance from the tip of a propagating crack is less than that for a stationary crack under the same nominal remote loading (i.e., K or J). Although the micromechanical fracture parameters (e.g., e f , l*) may be invariant for the stationary and propagating cracks, this important difference in the crack-tip strain fields results in higher remote loading to maintain slow, stable crack growth compared to the remote loading to initiate extension of a stationary crack. As a result, materials with strain-controlled fracture criteria can exhibit a crack-growth resistance curve (R-curve), in which increasing remote loading is necessary to sustain crack extension. This increase in remote loading required for each subsequent increment of crack extension gradually decreases until a steady-state condition is reached, at which point crack extension is sustained at a constant value of K or J. These concepts are developed in more detail below.
Establishing relationships between remote loading parameters (K or J) and crack-tip fracture strain requires analytical expressions for the crack-tip strain field. Rice and co-workers developed exact asymptotic solutions for the strain distribution ahead of a propagating crack, which account for elastic unloading in the crack wake and the ensuing non-proportional straining. [21, 78, 79] From these results, the equivalent plastic shear strain directly above the tip of a propagating mode [3] and [7] suggests that the quantity K THa /K THi converges toward unity as e f H /e 0 decreases toward unity. Presuming that e f H /e 0 decreases in the low-alloy steels as yield strength increases, it is apparent that the trend expected from Eqs. [3] and [7] is reflected in the data presented in Figure 3 as shown by the solid and dashed curves. These curves represent square root and exponential functions of e f H /e 0 , respectively; since Eqs. [3] and [7] are not expected to yield quantitatively accurate results for strain hardening materials and since the constant terms are not known, these curves are plotted assuming an arbitrary relationship between e f H /e 0 and yield strength. The predicted curves are superimposed on the measured values and are intended only to demonstrate the qualitative trends. These trends correspond convincingly with the measurements of K THi and K THa plotted as a function of yield strength.
The proposed similarity in the crack-tip strain fields for propagating subcritical cracks in constant-displacement threshold tests and propagating cracks in conventional rising-load fracture tests suggests that there is a relationship between K THa and the R-curve measured in hydrogen gas (e.g., Figure 5 ). Based on stipulations presented earlier in this section, the basic form of the crack-tip strain field in Eq. [4] applies to propagating cracks in the constant-displacement threshold tests. Equation [4] also applies to the propagating cracks in rising-displacement threshold tests that yielded the Rcurves in Figure 5 . In each case, a form of Eq. [6] leads to micromechanical modeling expressions for either K THa (i.e., Eq. [7] ) or K SS . In the latter case, K SS is the resistance to steady-state crack propagation measured under rising displacement in hydrogen gas. This rationale suggests that there is a direct relationship between K THa and K SS measured in hydrogen gas.
Assuming that K THa / K SS , a model by Rice et al. [78] demonstrates that the measured R-curve provides insight into the magnitude of K THa . In this small-scale yielding model, the ratio of the J-integral during steadystate crack propagation to the fracture initiation toughness (J SS /J Ic ) can be determined from only the initial slope of the R-curve (dJ/da) 0 , viz:
in which the constant is approximately equal to 0.1. [56] Based on the equivalence of J Ic and K THi as parameters that characterize fracture initiation in inert environments and hydrogen gas, respectively, as well as the proposed relationship between K SS and K THa , the following expression is derived from Eq. [8] :
Equation [9] demonstrates that steep R-curves measured in hydrogen gas (i.e., high (dJ H /da)) are expected to correlate to measurements of K THa that exceed K THi . When this is the case, K THa is a non-conservative estimate of the subcritical cracking threshold. For example, Figures 3 and 5 show that the 4130X steel exhibits both the highest value of dJ H /da and the highest ratio of K THa /K THi . In contrast, the nearly flat R-curve for DOT-3T is consistent with K THa values that approach K THi . Despite this potential for equivalent measurements under certain conditions, these two thresholds are not considered to be the same subcritical cracking property.
Attributing the measured threshold trends in Figure 3 exclusively to differences in the crack-tip strain fields as embodied in Eqs. [3] and [7] is solidified by dispatching characteristics of the test methods that could bias the results. Inappropriate selection of displacement rates may affect measurements of K THi (e.g., [11] ), however, this should only have the effect of inflating values of K THi . Careful consideration of the effect of loading rates suggests that K THi results shown in Figure 3 are expected to represent lower-bound values which are not artificially low. [20] Additionally, two features of the constant-displacement threshold tests that raised concern were the proximity of the arrested crack tip to the back face of the WOL specimen and the extent of cracktip deformation at crack arrest, both of which could affect the crack-tip fields and distort the measured value of K THa . However, the analyses provided in Appendix demonstrate that neither of these factors impacted the K THa measurements, and thus the elevated measured values of K THa relative to K THi in Figure 3 were not influenced by extrinsic factors associated with applying the constant-displacement test method to low-to-intermediate strength steels.
Having ruled out other probable causes for measurement inaccuracies, the disparity between K THi and K THa , which is most pronounced at lower yield strength, appears to have an intrinsic source. The mechanistic origin of this intrinsic dissimilarity between risingdisplacement and constant-displacement thresholds is explained based on the crack-tip micromechanics framework represented by Eqs. [3] and [7] .
D. Technological Implications
Fracture mechanics provides a robust method for damage-tolerant life prediction of structures, however the application of data measured from laboratory specimens to engineered structures requires that similitude is maintained between specimen and structure with regard to both environmental and mechanical crack-tip conditions. Lower-strength, low-alloy steels exhibit relatively high subcritical cracking thresholds as well as strain-controlled fracture modes when tested in 103 MPa hydrogen gas, and thus the plastic strain history at the crack tip must be considered with respect to fracture mechanics similitude. Available data suggest that most hydrogen-related failures of low-alloy steel pressure vessels occur during, or immediately following, filling of the vessel. [83] Hydrogen gas storage vessels, pipelines, etc. are susceptible to subcritical crack growth during pressurization in which any existing crack is subjected to an increasing stress-intensity factor while concurrently exposed to hydrogen gas. Use of constantdisplacement specimens, in which the load is applied prior to hydrogen exposure, violates assumptions of similitude (e.g., crack-tip strain history relative to hydrogen exposure history) with the intended structural application and is not expected to yield conservative results. This study demonstrates that constant-displacement test methods provide subcritical cracking thresholds that represent fundamentally different properties than the subcritical cracking thresholds measured under rising displacement. These distinct properties are similar only when the fracture mechanism is stress controlled or if the resistance to stable crack growth (i.e., dJ H /da) is low, conditions most likely encountered only for higherstrength steels. Reliable and conservative subcritical cracking test methods for lower-strength and/or highly cracking resistant materials likely require active-loading measurements of initiation thresholds. Elastic-plastic fracture measurements, such as the J-integral method, enable substantially smaller specimen sizes and therefore are of greater practical use for lower-strength steels.
V. CONCLUSIONS
1. Subcritical cracking thresholds were measured for commercial low-alloy pressure vessel steels (yield strengths between 641 and 1053 MPa) in 103 MPa hydrogen gas using fracture mechanics methods. Three definitions of the subcritical cracking threshold were evaluated, including crack-initiation and crack-arrest thresholds from constant-displacement tests (K Ã THi and K THa , respectively) as well as crackinitiation threshold from rising-displacement tests (K THi ). Two prominent observations are established: (1) the constant-displacement tests can exhibit an apparent crack-initiation threshold, K Ã THi , that exceeds the crack-arrest threshold, K THa ; and (2) the constant-displacement, crack-arrest threshold, K THa , is greater than the rising-displacement, crack-initiation threshold, K THi , and the difference in these threshold measurements increases as the steel yield strength decreases. These data trends are interpreted in a strain-based crack-tip micromechanics framework. 2. Fracture surfaces resulting from hydrogen-assisted subcritical cracking in low-to-intermediate strength martensitic steels is consistent with previous observations of plasticity-related hydrogen induced cracking (PRHIC) in martensitic steels. The distinct crack-growth resistance curves measured for these steels in hydrogen gas is consistent with strain controlled fracture mechanisms. 3. Concurrent strain and hydrogen exposure appear to be a necessary condition for the PRHIC fracture mechanism. 4. Subcritical cracking thresholds measured at crack arrest, K THa , under constant displacement reflect resistance to crack propagation whereas thresholds, K THi , measured under rising displacement reflect resistance to crack initiation. The difference in threshold measurements is attributed to the weaker strain field singularity that varies as ln(1/r) for a propagating crack compared to the singularity that varies as (1/r) for a stationary crack. Under the assumption that the crack-tip fracture strain does not depend on the test method, the weaker strain field singularity of a propagating crack accounts for the observation that K THa is greater than K THi . 5. The magnitude of the difference between K THa and K THi increases as the ratio of the fracture strain to the yield strain, e f H , to exceed the critical value, e f H .
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APPENDIX A: K-DOMINANCE AT CRACK INITIATION AND CRACK ARREST
K-Dominance at Crack Initiation
For the lower-strength steels in this study, both K app and K THa were relatively high (Figures 3 and 4) . As a result, significant plasticity is expected at the crack tip in these lower-strength steels, and the potential implication of this plasticity on the crack-driving forces during the onset of subcritical cracking and at crack arrest must be addressed. Specifically, extensive plasticity can compromise rigorous application of linear-elastic fracture mechanics and the presumption of a highly constrained crack tip.
All values of K app and K THa presented here are calculated using linear-elastic fracture mechanics, however very few of the WOL specimens tested in this study met the specimen size requirements specified by ASTM E1681 for small-scale yielding and plane strain, which requires:
where B, a, and b refer to the specimen thickness, crack length, and remaining ligament (W-a), respectively, r o is the yield strength and K I is the stress-intensity factor. Upon initial loading, only the high-strength SA372 grade L (1053 MPa) specimens met the specimen size criteria, i.e., Eq.
[A1] was satisfied with K I = K app for this steel heat. At crack arrest, the SA372 grade L (1053 MPa) and DOT-3T specimens also met the specimen size criteria, i.e., Eq.
[A1] was satisfied with K I = K THa for these steel heats. None of the other, lower-strength steel specimens satisfied Eq.
[A1] at either initial loading or crack arrest. While meeting the specimen size requirements in Eq.
[A1] generally ensures plane-strain constraint under small-scale yielding, these conditions are not necessarily compromised in the WOL specimens if Eq.
[A1] is not satisfied. It has been well documented that the specimen size criterion for plane strain is overly conservative for the thickness, B, dimension when appropriate side-grooves are designed into the specimens. [84] Side-grooves enhance through-thickness constraint, effectively creating plane-strain conditions along the entire crack front, except near the end points where the presence of the free surfaces relaxes the constraint. In the absence of sidegrooves, the region of reduced constraint extends further from the surfaces and fracture within this region occurs as 45 deg shear fracture (forming ''shear lips''), whereas fracture within the highly constrained, plane-strain region appears flat. When the region of shear fracture contributes to a significant portion of the total crack front, elevated fracture measurements result. However, if the regions of shear fracture are a small fraction of the total crack front, plane-strain fracture can be assumed. [84] Shear lips were insignificant along the entire crack length for all WOL specimens tested in this study, suggesting that plane-strain conditions prevailed for all K levels between K THa and K app .
It has been argued that the dimensional requirements for small-scale yielding, i.e., limits on crack length, a, and uncracked ligament, b, in Eq. [A1], were extended to ASTM E1681 and other standards from ASTM E399, [85] in which these criteria were intended to apply only to the 95 pct secant method for measurement of K Ic . As a result, failure to satisfy the criteria does not necessarily indicate a violation of small-scale yielding. [86] Rather, it has been suggested that the relative contributions of the elastic and plastic components of the J-integral is a better means to assess small-scale yielding. If the plastic component of J is small relative to the elastic component, then linear-elastic fracture mechanics, i.e., smallscale yielding, is a valid assumption.
The small-scale yielding assumption during initial loading of the WOL specimens was evaluated by estimating J from experimental load vs crack-opening displacement data. Actual load vs displacement data for the 4130X (641 MPa) specimen loaded to the highest value of K app is shown in Figure 10 . These data, measured from the load-tup and clip gage during initial loading, reveal deviations from linear behavior. Such deviation from linear behavior was most pronounced for the lower-strength steels loaded to high values of K app and was not observed for the higher-strength steels. In Figure 10 , the deviation from linearity is such that the value of load inferred from the final displacement measurement assuming linear-elastic loading is nearly 40 pct higher than the load measured from the load-tup. Based on the load vs displacement data in Figure 10 , the plastic component of J was calculated from ASTM E1820 using the relationships for the CT specimen, which is expected to closely approximate the WOL specimen. The calculations demonstrate that the elastic component of J was 87 kJ/m 2 and the plastic component was 112 kJ/m 2 . This plastic component is large relative to the elastic component, suggesting that globally elastic, small-scale yielding behavior is not the case (consistent with the grossly non-linear load vs displacement curve in Figure 10) ; however, the specimen crack tip is expected to be highly constrained according to the dimensional requirements for plane strain and J-dominance provided by ASTM E1820:
requires that the thickness, B, and uncracked ligament, b, only equal 3.1 mm, criteria that the WOL specimen easily satisfies. The above analysis was conducted for 4130X specimens, since these tests represented an extreme combination of low yield strength and high K app , and thus exhibited the most severe plastic deformation during loading. In fact, few other specimens exhibited any noticeable deviation from linearity in the measured load vs displacement trace. For the higher-strength steels and those specimens with lower values of K app , the assumption of small-scale yielding during loading is valid.
The lowest-strength steels, e.g., 4130X, do not exhibit small-scale yielding during loading, therefore the relevance of the linear-elastic fracture mechanics quantity K app for characterizing the remote crack-driving force is in question. For those cases in which plasticity caused deviations from linear-elastic loading, the value of K app calculated from the front-face displacement assuming linear-elastic behavior (e.g., 199 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p for 4130X) is fortuitously a good representation of the elastic-plastic loading condition, since K Japp equals 212 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p (calculated from the J app = 183 kJ/m 2 determined above using experimental load vs displacement data); i.e., K app % K Japp . Therefore, it appears that K app calculated using the linear-elastic fracture mechanics relationship in Eq. [1] provides an approximate representation of remote crack-driving force for the entire range of elastic-plastic behavior exhibited by the specimens in this study. It must be noted that this result is not a general conclusion, and the coincidence of K app and K Japp must be verified before assuming that it applies to lower-strength steels or to different specimen geometries.
K-Dominance at Crack Arrest
As described in Section III-A, subcritical cracking progressed through a large fraction of the specimen width in most WOL specimens, such that the final crack length-to-width (a/W) ratio of the arrested crack was typically greater than 0.8. Consequently, the presumption that the linear-elastic stress-intensity factor, K, uniquely characterized the crack-tip stress and strain fields at crack arrest was in question. Whereas the extent of crack-tip plasticity during loading of the WOL specimens could be assessed using experimental load vs displacement data to estimate the relative plastic and elastic contribution to the J-integral, a similar evaluation at crack arrest required numerical simulation since unloading which occurs as the cracks propagate violates the proportional loading assumption that underlies the validity of the J-integral. The finite element method was used to assess K-dominance at the arrested crack tip.
To address this issue, numerical calculations were conducted using Abaqus Standard [87] to demonstrate that K governed the crack-tip fields in WOL specimens that represented the experiments. Finite strain elastoplastic deformation was implemented in the simulations. In the elastic regime, the material was assumed to be linear and isotropic and in the plastic regime to obey normality, with von Mises yielding and isotropic hardening. Data from uniaxial tension tests (provided by the material supplier) were used to construct the flow stress as a function of plastic strain. The WOL specimen was discretized with eight-noded isoparametric plane-strain elements. Deep cracks (a/W = 0.81 and 0.94) were loaded to crack-mouth-opening displacements comparable to those used in the experiments. It is noted that contour plots of the effective plastic strain in the neighborhood of the crack tip can be used to discern whether plasticity is confined to the crack tip. Two approaches for evaluating K-dominance were considered, each of which assessed the condition of an arrested crack near the back face of the specimen. The effect of crack propagation history on the crack-tip fields was not considered.
The first approach to assess K-dominance was to evaluate the extent of plasticity through calculations of the J-integral. The domain integral approach on contours around the crack tip was utilized to calculate the value of the J-integral. The associated stress-intensity factor can be determined from
The criterion for K-dominance is based on comparing this value of K J to the stress-intensity factor calculated numerically for the WOL specimen under the assumption of purely elastic specimen response.
The second approach to assess K-dominance was to compare the stress profiles as calculated ahead of the blunting crack tip in the full-field simulation of the WOL specimen with those prevailing at the crack tip under small-scale yielding (SSY) conditions. The SSY domain was loaded under plane strain by remote displacements associated with the stress-intensity factor K I obtained from the elastic analysis of the WOL specimen. Thus, the asymptotic displacements of the This same scenario was also simulated by applying finite element modeling [20] to the elastic-plastic response of the 4130X (641 MPa) WOL specimen. For the same applied front-face displacement, the total J was calculated as 183 kJ/m 2 , which is within 10 pct of the total J estimated from the experimental load vs displacement data.
Irwin singular linear elastic field [88] were prescribed remotely from the crack tip. These displacements were imposed incrementally at a constant stress-intensity factor rate toward the final value of K I , which was selected to be consistent with experimentally measured values of K THa .
Full-field simulations of the crack-tip stresses and strains were conducted by modeling a WOL specimen of SA372 grade J (717 MPa) having a stationary crack at a/W = 0.81. The front-face displacement was V FF = 1.26 mm which resulted in K THa = 109 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p (as determined using Eq. [1] ); these values directly replicate measurements from one of the specimens in the experimental study. The elastic finite element analysis gave K = 119 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p , while K J from elastic-plastic analysis was 116 MPa ffiffiffiffi m p . The similarity of the calculated K and K J values indicates that small-scale yielding prevailed. In addition to comparing these remoteloading parameters, Figure 11 shows the crack-opening stress, r yy , along the axis of symmetry ahead of the crack tip for the representative WOL specimen from SA372 grade J. Superposed on the same figure is the opening stress as furnished by the SSY solution. The strong agreement between these two solutions confirms that there is K-dominance at crack arrest. In summary, the FEM analysis suggests that K I accurately describes the crack-tip fields even at these long final crack lengths near the back face of the specimen. This conclusion is consistent with the comparison of results from experiments on straight-notched and chevron-notched WOL specimens, in which K THa was not dependent on a/W. 
